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16,552. 
1939, Serial No. 27 9,34 

31 Claims. ... (C. 164-61) 
This invention comprises a strip feeding and 

imprinting apparatus wherein successive impres 
sions are made at uniformly spaced intervals 
upon a traveling strip of material simultaneously 
With its advancement and the imprinted strip 
delivered in folded condition to a storage con 
partment or severed into a succession of inde 
pendent sheets or forms as may be desired. 
This application is a division of application 

Serial No. 116,552, filed December 8, 1936, now 
matured into Patent No. 2,172,414. 

For illustrative purposes, but with no intent 
to unduly limit the application or scope of the 
invention, it has been illustrated as applied to a 
rotary apparatus for imprinting upon checks, 
vouchers or the like, facsimile signatures and 
macerating the amount line area of the check to 
prevent changing the inscribed amount. It is 
to be understood, however, that other printing 
plates, cutting or punching dies, or other strip 
treatment devices may be substituted for the 
printing and marking plates of the present ap 
paratus, and that the pin type feeding means 
herein described may be employed for feed 
ing strips of various materials and of different 
Widths past operating position for other than imprinting purposes. 

In the present application of the invention, a 
continuous succession of series connected im 
pression receiving forms, checks, vouchers, form 
letters, or the like, are advanced in properly 
timed sequence past the imprinting member by 
a pin type feeding device which may be embodied 
in the platen element of the imprinting apparatus 
or may be offset relative thereto. The feeding 
pins progressively engage in marginally punched 
holes in the strip of impression receiving ma 
terial. 
The rotary imprinting member being intermit 

tently engageable with the material transmits 
thereto Successive frictional feeding impulses 
simultaneously with its advancement by the pin 
type feeding means, which continues such ad 
Vancement intermediate succeeding impressions. 
The material is thus continuously advanced at 
a uniform rate of speed. 
The provision of marginally punched feed holes 

and the pin type feeding device engageable 
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advancement of the series connected form sta 
tionery past the imprinting position, Sometimes 
they may be undesirable and unnecessary after 
the completion of the imprinting operation. 
When marginal feed holes are found objection 
able in checks or vouchers and similar forms, 
marginal strips containing the feed holes may 
be removed therefrom after the feed holes have 
served their purpose, leaving the check or form 
of Coventional appearance. 
To this end.the apparatus is provided with 

sitter rolls between which the strip of series 
connected forms is passed and by which narrow 
marginal areas containing the punched feed holes 
are removed from each side of the strip of forms, 
leaving the checks or other forms in an unmuti 
lated condition but still interconnected one to 
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therein enables corresponding predetermined 
areas of each succeeding form or check to be pre 
sented in exact registry with the imprinting de 
vices as the succession of series connected de 
tachable forms are fed past the imprinting po 
sition. While the marginally punched feed holes 
are quite desirable and necessary for positive 
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another. In lieu of slitting or cutting the strip 
to remove the punched marginal areas, the strip 
of forms may be Scored or perforated on longi 
tudinaiines during the initial printing operation 
to provide longitudinal weakened division lines. 
The strip may also be transversely scored or 
perforated to afford weakened division lines be 
tween succeeding forms. The strip may be 
broken on longitudinal scored or perforated lines 
by breaker devices instead of Cutters for renov 
ing the punched margins. Ehe imprinted strip 
from which the punched Emargins have been re 
moved may be delivered to a receiving compart 
ment with the imprinted forms interconnected 
in continuous succession. in lieu thereof the 
stationery strip may be acted upon by cutters or 
breaking devices which transversely divide the 
strip into a succession of Separate portions or 
sheets. In Such case the separated . checks or 
forms fall upon a slowly traveling apron from 
which they are automatically transferred in more 
closely assembled relation to a receiving tray re 
movable from the machine. w 

the object of the invention is to provlje an 
apparatus for inprinting or otherwise, operating 
upon a continuous strip of material and having 
pin type feeding means for progressively advanc 
ing material in continuous movement past an 
operating position, which may be economically 
manufactured and which will be simple in con 
struction, eficient in use, of compact form, hav 
ing relatively few operating parts, and unlikely 
to get out of repair. 
A further important feature of the invention 

is the retention of marginally punched areas upon 
the stationely material so long as they are useful 
and desirable for feeding and registry purposes, 
and provision of means for their automatic elim 
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ination. When no longer needed and When unde 
sirable, since they give to the forms an uncon 
ventional appearance. . 
A further and highly important object of the 

invention is to maintain a definite travel relation 
of the naterial being advanced to the operating 
engagement of the imprinting or other apparatus, 
Whereby predetermined areas of succeeding 
checks, forms or other gortions of the strip of 
material may be accurately registered in tha 
Operation receiving position. 
A further object of the invention is to insure 

uniform travel of the materia in relation with 
the operation of the apparatus. 
A further object of the invention is to in 

corporate in such imprinting apparatus means 
for automatically removing the punched nar 
ginal areas from the stationery strip and Sub 
sequently transversely dividing the strip into suc 
ceeding forms. 
With the above prinary and other incidental 

objects in view, as will more fully appear in the 
Specification, the invention consists of the fea 
tures of construction, the parts and combinations 
thereof, and the node of operation, or their 
equivalents, as hereinafter described and set fortia 
in the claims. 

Referring to the accompanying drawings 
Wherein is shown the preferred out obviously not 
necessarily the only form of embodiment of the 
invention, 

Fig. 1 is a perspective yiew of an imprinting ap 
paratus embodying the preseat invention. 

Fig. 2 is a reyerse perspective yiew thereof. 
Fig. 3 is a vertical sectional view of the upper 

portion of the apparatus illustrated in Figs. 1. 
and 2. 

Fig. 4 iistrates 
thereof. 

Fig. 5 is a perspective yiely of the impression 
roll and combined platen and feeding roll re 
moved from the apparatus. 

Fig. 6 is a perspective yiew of a modified corn 
bined platen and feeding roll which is adjustable 
to accommodate marginally punched material of 
different widths. 

Fig. 7 is an adjustable pin type feeding roll 
- usable for feeding purposes only and not as a 
platen roll. . - 

Fig. 8 is a further modification of the adjustable 
pin type feeding means. - 

Fig. 9 is a detail transverse sectional yiew of 
the adjustable feed pira actuating aeans. 

Fig. 10 is a vertical sectional yiew of the in 
printing and feeding assembly, with which is a S 
sociated slitting and form detaching devices and 
delivery conveyors. 

Fig. ii is a front elevation thereof. 
Fig. 12 is a perspective view of the stationery 

strip showing the punched margins partially de 
tached and a terminal form or section detached 
from the Supply strigo. 

a slightly modified form 

Fig. 13 is a perspective view of a combined feed 
ing, trimming and cut-off unit. 

Fig. 14 is a cross-sectional view of the unit ill 
lustrated in Fig. 13. 

Fig. 15 is a detail perspective view of a portio 
thereof. 

Fig. 16 is a detail perspective view of a por 
tion of the strip to be fed. 

Like parts are indicated by similar characters 
of reference throughout the Several views. 
The apparatus, shown for illustrative purposes 

in Fig. 1, includes a main frame f having therein 
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which thematerial operated upon is withdrawn at 
one side of the apparatus and returned thereto 
at the opposite side thereof. Mounted upon the 
top of the main frame are uprights in which 
are journaled a platen roll 5 and an imprinting 
roll 6, cooperating with the platen roll 5, together 
with a series of inking and ink distributing rolls 

by which imprinting plates carried by the roll 
8 are inked preparatory to impressing the na 
terial. 
At each side of the imprinting and platen rolls 

are guide quadrants ), over One of which paper 
is drawn from the supply compartment 2 within 
the main frame , and over the other of which 
the material is returned to the receiving compart 
ment 3 after having passed between the platen 
and imprinting rollers 5 and 6. The several 
rollers, including the platen and imprinting rollers 
and inking rollers , are interconnected for uni 
Sora rotation by a train of interneshing gear 
members and are driven from a power shaft 
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supply and receiving compartments 2 and 3 from 

a 2 by a suitable electric motor 2d mounted with 
in the main iframe . 
The platen roll 5 may be both a platen and a 

feeding roll and to this end is provided with a 
series of radially disposed feeding pins 3 en 
gageable in marginally punched holes & in the 
strip 5 of material to be advanced between the 
imprinting and platen rolls. While two groups 
of feeding pins engageable in marginally punched 
holes in opposite margins of the strip are shown, 
one such group of feeding pins may be omitted 
and advancement of the strip effected by pins en 
gaging holes 4 in one margin only thereof. 
The feeding pins 3 may be fixediy mounted in 

the platen roll or carried by a separate feed roll 
adjacent thereto and project radially beyond the 
periphery of the plater or the feed roll, as the 
case may be, throughout the entire periphery 
thereof. However, these pins are preferably, 
though not necessarily, mounted for reciproa 
catory movement in radial directions whereby 
they are progressively projected beyond the 
periphery of the carrying unit or roll as they 
approach the path of travel of the marginally 
punched material with which they engage to ad 
vance the materia a limited distance, and then 
are automatically withdrawn progressively frona 
engagement therewith to positions wholly with 
in the periphery of the rotary carrying member, 
in unison with the rotation of the pin carrying 
unit or rol. 
Such construction, per se, forms, no part of 

the present invention, but is fully set forth and 
claimed in United States Letters Patent to Sher 
man, Nos. 2,000,649, 2000,650 and 2,000,651, dated 
May 7, 1935. 
The imprinting roll S is shown in the drawings 

as provided with a printing plate 9 by which a 
facsimile signature may be imprinted upon Suc 
ceeding checks or vouchers comprising the trav 
eling strip A5. The roll is also shown provided 
with an embossing plate 20 coacting with a 
corresponding plate 2 carried by the platen roll 
5 to indent or macerate the traveling checks or 
wouchers upon the area, carrying the Written 
amount for which the check of voucher is drawn 
to prevent fraudulent change of such amount. 
The imprinting roll 6 is illustrated as provided 

with longitudinal and circumferential intersect 
ing undercut grooves 22 in which other imprint 
ing or embossing plates may be mounted by 
means of Suitable clamp members 23 engaged 
within the undercut grooves 22. 
The engagement of the imprinting roller 6 
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with the strip imparts thereto a frictional feed 
ing impulse supplemental to the feeding move 
ment transmitted by the pin feeding parts, which 
continues uninterruptedly the advancement of 
the strip intermediate succeeding printing in 
pressions at a uniform speed. 
While in Fig. 3 and also Fig. 6 the platen roll 5 

is shown equipped with feeding pins 3, as an al 
ternative' construction there is shown in Fig. 4 a. 
smooth platen roll 5 and adjacent thereto a sep 
arate strip feeding roll 24 carrying the feeding 
pins 3 engageable in the marginal perforations 
4 of the strip as before described. This feeding 

roll 24 maybe of any suitable type. 
In order that material of different widths may 

be imprinted by the same apparatus, the pin type 
feeding units are preferably mounted for axial 
adjustment one relative to the other. One of 
the pin wheel units may be incorporated in the 
plater roll and the other unit mounted for ad 
justment relative thereto as illustrated in Fig. 6. 
In lieu thereof the pin type feeding device 24, 
offset relative to the platen roll as shown in Fig. 
4, may comprise an adjustable skeleton type of 
construction as illustrated in Fig. 7, wherein the 
skeleton frame and spacer discs intermediate pin 
wheels effectively support the material while 
passing in engagement with the feeding roller. 
The particular construction of the adjustable pin 
type feeding device here shown for illustrative 
purpose forms no part of the present, invention 
per se, but comprises the subject matter of a 
Copending application Serial No. 116,553, which 
resulted in Patent No. 2,095,293, and to which 
cross reference is made. As shown in Fig. 9, the 
feeding pins 3 are mounted in the carrying head 
for reciprocatory motion in radial directions as 
they travel about an eccentric cam f6, the mar 
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Supporting discs 3 rotate relative thereto, To 
effect such rotation, the pin wheel unit 2s is 
provided with a hub 33 secured to the shaft 28 
by a set screw 34. Thus the pin wheel units, 
together with the assembly of rods 27 and discs 
3f, rotate as a single unit, carrying therewith the 
pins 3 of the respective heads 25 and 30, which 
are caused to travel about their corresponding 
control cams 6, which are held stationarily by 
the sleeve 29 and arm 32. . 

In Fig. 6there is shown a further modification 
wherein the features of the pin carrying platen 
roll 5 and those of the skeleton feed roll are 
combined in a single unit. In this construction 
a portion of the roll comprises a platen 5a hav 
ing at one end thereof the pin carrying head 25a. 
Projecting from the opposite end of the platen 
Section 5d is the series of circumferentially 
Spaced mounting rods 2 carrying at their ex 
tremities the mounting head. 26. Slidingly ad 
justable upon the rods 27 intermediate the ter 

... minal head 26 and the platen section 5a is a pin 
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wheel unit 30 axially adjustable toward and from 
the platen roll section 5a to accommodate mar 
ginally punched material of different widths. In 
termediate the pin' wheel unit 30 and the platen 
roll section 5a is a supporting disc 3, also axially 
adjustable as before described for supporting the 
portion of the strip of material beyond the end 
of the platen roil. 
While disappearing pins, as heretofore de 

scribed, are quite desirable for certain conditions 
of use, they are not, however, essential for oper 
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ginal flange 8 of which is engaged in notches 
in the inner ends of the pins. . . . 
The skeleton or cage-like construction shown 

ir Fig. 7 comprises spaced relatively fixed heads 
25 and 26, interconnected with each other at 
circumferentially spaced intervals by a circular 
series of longitudinal rods 2. 
skeleton Structure is mounted 
and driving shaft, 28. 

This cage-like. 
upon a Supporting 
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in the drawings the head 25 is shown provided 
with reciprocatory disappearing feed pins 3. 
Mounted upon the circumferentially spaced lon 
gitudinal rods 2 and axially adjustable thereon 

50 

and upon a concentric sleeve 29 surrounding the 
shaft 28 is a second pin wheel unit 30 also carry 
ing a group of reciprocatory disappearing feed 
pins f3. The feeding units 25 and 30 are rela 
tively adjustable in an axial direction by move 
ment of the latter toward and from the former 
upon the supporting rods 27 and sleeve 29 into 
agreement with the marginal feeding holes 4 
of the material strip to be fed. Located inter. 
mediate the pin wheel units 25 and 3 are discs 
3 also axially adjustable to and fro upon the 
rods 27 and sleeve 29 in spaced relation with 
each other and with the pin type feeding units 
25 and 30. These discs 3 serve to support the 
marginally punched material being fed inter 
mediate the points of engagement with the feed 
ing units. 
The control cams 6 within the pin type units 

25 and 30 are secured to the sleeve 29, which 
in turn is provided with a bifurcated arm 32 by 
which the concentric sleeve 29 and pin control 
cams 6 carried thereby are held stationarily 
while the group of mounting rods 2 and the pin 
carrying heads 25 and 30 and the intermediate 
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ation of the present apparatus, and the radiai 
feeding pins 3 may be fixedly mounted in their 
respective carrying heads, 

In Fig. 8 are shown two relatively spaced ro 
tary pin wheels 36 from which project feeding 
pins 3. The pin wheels 36 are slidingly adjust 
able upon the shaft 40, whereby they may be 
adjusted toward and from each other to accom 
modate material of different widths. They are 
Secured in their relative adjusted relation by 
set screws 39. 
Due to slippage and lack of uniformity of feed 

of frictional feeding elements, whereby the forms 
get out of registry with the imprinting devices, 
the pin type feeding devices engageable in mar 
ginally punched holes of the stationery strip are 
not only highly desirable, but are necessary to 
afford positive feeding action and maintain ac 
curate registry. - 
When the succeeding forms have been pre 

sented to the imprinting devices in exact registry, 
by the coaction of the pin type feeding devices 
in the marginally punched holes of the strip, the 
marginally punched holes will have performed 
their only useful mechanical purpose and there 
no longer remains any functional reason for their 
retention. For aesthetic reasons, objections are 
sometimes raised to their unconventional appear 
ance. Therefore, means are provided by which 
such marginally punched areas are automatically 
removed as the imprinted forms are discharged 
from the machine. 

Referring particularly to Fig. 10, wherein is 
shown a further development of the apparatus 
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illustrated in Fig. , there is located beyond the 
imprinting position a slitter roll having thereon 
a pair of disc cutters 4 between which the sta 
tionery strip is advanced after receiving thereon 
the imprinted impression. The cutting discs 4 
of the slitter roll are so spaced and arranged 
that they engage the stationery strip inside the 
rows of marginally punched feed holes 4 and 
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cut therefrom continuous marginal portions 42 
as shown in Fig. 12. These punched marginal 
areas removed from the strip of series connected 
forms are waste material. The imprinted forms 
in their continued advancement beyond the slit 
ter roll pass in engaging relation with a cut-off 
device by which the stationery strip is trans 
Versely severed into succeeding Separate forms, 
checks or sheets #3. The cut-off device may be 
of any Suitable form, but for illustrative pur 
poses has been shown in Fig. 10 as comprising a 
pair of coacting rols 3-5, one of which is pro 
vided with spaced strip engaging blades 36 co 
operating with pressure pads at upon the other 
roll to transversely divide the strip at predeter 
amined Spaced intervals. The feeding and in 
printing devices 3 and 6 and the trimmer discs 
4; and severing rolls 34-35 are actuated in syn 
chronisia from the drive shaft 2 by a gear train 
interconnecting the Several operative parts and 
indicated by dotted lines in Fig. 10. Since the 
advancement of the strip past such cutting de 
Vice is under the coratrol of the pin type feeding 
devices engaging in the marginally punched 
holes, even though such punched areas are re 
moved before reaching the cutting rolls ii-35, 
the accurate registry of the division lines between 
Succeeding forms with the cutting blades 6 is 
automatically maintained. 
As before mentioned, the stationery strip may 

be initially scored or perforated on tooth origi 
tudinal and transverse lines upon which it is to 
be subsequently severed by the slitter roll discs 
8 and severing devices 34-35, respectively, in 
which case these devices will merely break the 
strip on such weakeihed lines. However, since 
the progressive advancement of the strip is a C 
curately controlled and registry automatically 
maintained, the strip may be severed both longi 
tudinally and transversely by the rolls is, 33 
and 35 without preliminary scoring or weakening. 
The forms or checks after being severed from 

the supply strip fall upon a silowly traveling 
apron which comprises an endless belt 35' paSS 
ing about rollers or pulleys 32. One of the 
apron pulleys is connected with a ratchet wheel 
33, with which cooperates a pawl 39 carried by 
an Oscillatory arm 5). The arm is actuated from 
any suitable moving part of the apparatul.S. in 
the present instance it is shown connected by a 
link 53 with a disc 52 connected to and rotating 
with one of the cut-off rolls 5. The link, arm 
and pawl combination transmits to the traveling 
apron 35 an intermittent advance movement, 
by which the severed imprinted forms deposited 
thereon are slowly advanced. 
As the deposited forms reach the end of the 

traveling apron they fall therefrom onto a tray 
53 removably supported upon a traveling con 
veyor 54. This conveyor is actuated from the 
traveling apron, but at a lesser rate of Speed, 
by a chain drive 54 operating over a pair of 
sprockets 55, one of which is connected for uni 
son rotation with the ratchet wheel 48 and apron 
pulley 47, and the other of which is operatively 
connected with a corresponding Sprocket which 
drives the chain 56 having engagement with a 
larger sprocket 5 connected to and driving the 
conveyor. 55. 

Due to the differential speed of the apron 46 
and conveyor 54, the forms are more closely de 
posited on the tray 53 than on the apron 46 and 
are stacked in closely overlapping relation on 
such conveyor tray. m 
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The apparatus being designed for high speed 75 
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operation, the traveling apron and conveyor ar 
rangement facilitates delivery of the severed 
forms. 

In Figs. 3 to 15 there is shown a more Con 
pact arrangement of the feeding, trimming and 
cutting devices, wherein the roller 5, in addi 
tion to its coaction with the roller 34 in break 
ing or cutting the strip transversely, Carries the 
feeding pins 3 engageable in the marginally 
punched holes of the strip and also provides an 
abutment ifor the trimming discs. 3: Which Sever 
the punched margins of the strip as it is fed be 
tween the rols. 
The rollers 3 and 35 are interconnected for 

unison rotation by intermeshing gears 5. The 
upper roller is carries a blade 33 which coacts 
with an insert 59 of rubber, fiber or similar mal. 
terial in the lower roller 45. The blade 53 may be 
either a sharp cutter blade or it may be a blunt 
blade adapted to break the strip on a previously 
Scored or weakened division line. The blade 58 
and insert strip 59 do not extend the full length 
of the rolls nor the width of the strips, but termi 
nate either coincident with or slightly inwardly 
of the path of the trimmer discs 5 upon the 
roll. If the blade extends to or slightly beyond 
the path of travel of the trimmer discs upon the 
roll, the transverse cut or break imposed by the 
blade 58 will be subsequently intersected by the 
longitudinal cuts effected by the trimmer discs 
4 resulting in complete separation of the forms, 
checks or sheets as is shown in Fig. 12. It is pre 
ferred, however, that the blade 58 and insert strip 
59 shall terminate in slightly inwardly spaced 
relation with the path of travel of the trimmer 
discs 44 whereby a short unbroken or uncut por 
tion will remain after the punched margins have 
been removed, thus leaving the trimmed checks 
or forms interconnected in series but capable of 
being easily Separated manually as may be re 
quired. 
At the moment of severance the advanced por 

tion of the strip is grasped between the pads gi 
or 59 of the rolls 43. and 35, in bridging relation 
across the grooved recess in the roll 45. It is held 
thereby against retractive movement or develop. 
ment of slack, and is engaged under pressure by 
the blade carried by the roll 44. The blade 37 or 
59, which projects beyond the periphery of the 
roll 44, tends to deflect or depress the portion of 
the strip contiguous to the transverse weakened 
division line, into the grooved depression of the 
roll 45. Such deflection of the strip being re 
Sisted by the grasp of the rolls thereon, the strip 
is tensioned by the pressure of the blade in excess 
of the tensile strength of the transverse weak 
ened division line, causing a bursting or sever 
ance of the strip along such line. In the event 
that the blade is Sharp and the operation is that 
of-cutting or shearing the strip, the operation and 

- effect are similar. That is, the tensioning of the 
strip across the grooved depression affords the 
necessary resistance against which the cutting 
action of the blade may be effected. Otherwise, 
Whether the blade be sharp or dull, the strip 
might yield into the recess under pressure of the 
blade and into conformity therewith, without be 
ing Severed thereby. 
The rollers 44 and 45 exert a certain amount of 

pull upon the strip to advance the terminal por 
tion thereof in unison with its advancement by 
the pin type feeding device and thus maintains 
the strip at all times taut and prevents accumu 
lation of slack. 
The intermittent engagement of the radial 
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blade with the strip momentarily increases the 
tension of the strip beyond its normal degree and 
in excess of its tensile resistance, thus effecting 
severance at predetermined longitudinally spaced 
intervals, Cross reference is made to copending 
applications Serial No. 295,814, filed September 20, 
1939; Serial No. 294,986, filed January 9, 1939; 
Serial No. 226,760, filed August 25, 1938; Serial 
No. 251,185, fled January 16, 1939; and Serial 
No. 294,199, which is a division of application 
Serial No. 115,804, filed December 14, 1936, now 
matured into Letters Patent No. 2,177,675; also 
pending application Serial No. 350,545, filed All 
gust 3, 1940. 
From the above description it will be appar 

ent that there is thus provided a device of the 
character described possessing the particular 
features of advantage before enumerated as de 
sirable, but which obviously is susceptible of mod 
ification in its form, proportions, detail construc 
tion and arrangement of parts without depart 
ing from the principle involved or sacrificing any 
of its advantages. 
While in order to comply with the statute the 

invention has been described in language more 
or less specific as to structural features, it is to 
be understood that the invention is not limited 
to the specific features shown, but that the 
means and construction herein disclosed com 
prise the preferred form of several modes of put 
ting the invention into effect, and that the in 
vention is, therefore, claimed in any of its forms 
or modifications within the legitimate and valid Scope of the appended claims. 

Having thus described riny invention, I claim: 
1. In an apparatus of the character described, 

a pin type feeding means engageable in margin 
ally punched feed in a strip of material, a cut 
off device for severing the strip transversely 
thereof at predetermined intervals, trimmer 
means for severing from the strip the marginal 
ly punched areas thereof, and motive means for 
actuating said feeding means, cut-off means, and 
trimmer means in synchronism. 

2. In an apparatus of the character described, 
a pin type feeding device progressively engage 
able in a succession of longitudinally spaced holes 
in a strip of material for advancing the strip 
past a given position, said strip having thereon 
a succession of longitudinally spaced transverse 
weakened division lines in uniform relation with 
the longitudinally spaced holes thereof, upon 
which the strip is divisible into a series of in 
dividual sheets, a strip tensioning device by which 
the advanced portion of the strip is intermittent 
ly tensioned beyond the tensile strength of the 
initial transverse division line for dividing the 

5 
a rotary pin aligning and registering feed, means 
in cooperation therewith for lessening the width 
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strip at spaced intervals into succeeding sheets, 
and motive means for actuating the pin type 
feeding device and the strip tensioning device 
in Synchronism. 

3. In an apparatus of the character described, 
a pair of rollers between which a marginally 
punched strip is advanced, feeding pins carried 
by one of the rollers and progressively engage 
able in the marginally punched holes of the strip 
between the rollers, a severing blade, carried by 
one of the rolls and cooperating with the other 
roll to transversely sever the strip at predeter 
mined spaced intervals, trimmer discs coacting 
with one of said rolls for severing from the strip 
the longitudinal punched margins thereof, and 
means for rotating the rolls. 

4. An apparatus for operating upon continu 
ous form paper strips, including in combination 
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of the strip during the feeding Operation, and 
power means common to both for synchronous 
Operation thereof. 

5. An apparatus for operating upon continuous 
form paper strips, including in combination a ro 
tary pin aligning and registering feed, means in 
cCoperation therewith for lessening the width of 
the strip during the feeding operation, additional 
means for severing the strip uniformly into sec 
tions, and power means common to both for Syn 
chronous operation thereof. 

6. An apparatus wherein a continuous strip of 
record material having marginal traction areas 
containing relatively spaced configurations co 
operative with positive strip feeding means is 
marginally trimmed to remove such marginal 
traction areas and the trimmed remainder there 
of progressively divided into a succession of in 
dividual sheets, including strip feeding means, 
strip trimming devices disposed in proximate 
relation with a side of the path of travel of the 
strip, past which the strip is progressively ad 
vanced by the strip feeding means to remove the 
marginal traction area, therefrom, and a pair 
of rollers engageable with successive terminal 
portions of the trimmed remainder of the strip 
as each Succeeding terminal sheet portion is de 
tached therefrom and operative by rotation of 
Said rollers to effect transverse division of the 
strip at predetermined uniformly spaced inter 
vals into a Succession of like sheets. 

7. An apparatus wherein a continuous record 
strip having therein a succession of longitudinal 
ly spaced transverse weakened lines and mar ginal traction areas containing relatively spaced 
configurations for cooperative engagement of 
positive strip feeding devices is marginally 
trimmed and divided into successive sheets on 
Said transverse weakened lines, including strip 
feeding means, trimming means disposed in 
proximate relation with opposite sides of the path 
of travel of the strip past which the strip is ad 
vanced by the strip feeding means and by which 
the marginal traction areas thereof are progres 
Sively trimmed therefrom, and a pair of coact 
ing rollers between which the trimmed re 
mainder of the strip is passed, said rollers being 
operative to rupture the strip on succeeding 
transverse spaced weakened division lines into a 
plurality of individual sheets. 

8. An apparatus wherein a continuous strip of 
record material having therein a succession of 
Spaced marginal configurations for cooperation 
with a strip feeding device is progressively ad 
vanced past trimming and severing positions at 
which marginal areas containing the spaced mar 
ginal configurations are progressively removed 
and the remainder of the strip divided into a 
succession of sheets, including strip feeding 
means, strip trimming means past which the strip 
is advanced by the strip feeding means and hav 
ing engagement with the strip in proximate rela 
tion with at least one margin thereof and opera 
tive to progressively remove from the strip a con 
tinuous marginal area containing the marginal 
configurations, and rotary means located there 
beyond transversely of the path of travel of the 
strip and intermittently engageable with Stic 
ceeding terminal portions of the strip as Succes 
sive terminal sheet areas are divided therefrom 
to progressively divide the trimmed remainder of 
the strip into a succession of individual sheets. 

9. In a strip feeding and severing apparatus 
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wiherein a continuous record strip bearing alongi 
tudinai succession of legends is marginally 
trimmedi and transversely severed on preformed 
transverse weakened lines intermediate SECceed 
ing inscribed legends into individual sheets, the 
combination with 8, strip trimming device for re 
moving a continuous marginal portion there 
from, and a strip severing device intermittently 
operative to burst the strip on succeeding trans 
verse weakened lines to separate therefrom SUIC 
ceeding portions of predetermined ength, a feed 
ing device for advancing the strip common to the 
strip trimming and strip severing devices, so coin 
structed and arranged so 2s to feed the strip in 
synchronism with the several devices to present 
tie transverse Weakened division lines inter 
mediate succeeding legends thereof in strip sever 
ing position and progressively present at least 
one marginal portion thereof at the strip trim 
ining position. 

10. A strip trinning and dividing apparatus 
Verein a continuous record strip bearing a loi 
gitudinal succession of inscribed legends is mar 
ginally trilined, and transversely divided into 
is dividual sheets on prefornied Weakened dii 
Wision lines intern ediate succeeding lege is, 
characterized by trianning realis for removing 
a continuous sigi, kai area from the strip prior 
to its transverse divisio into individual sheets, 
ite Sioning eans Subjecting Succeeding portions 
of the strip to bursting tellsion; it proxiinate re 
lation with the weakenied lines for detaching 
from the strip succeeding terminal portions of 
predetermined length, and a feeding device dilo 
functionally effective to advance the Strip past 
the trimming device and simultaneously present 
Sticceeding transverse Yeakened division isles 
thereof in tensioning position. 

ii. In a strip trimming and dividing appara 
tus, strip feeding means ifor progressively ad 
vancing a continuous record strip having here 
in a succession of longitudinally spaced trans 
verse weakened division iries, trimming means 
for progressively renoving a marginal area, from 
the strip, and relatively spaced roles having 
simultaneous engagement with the strip at lon 
gitudinal spaced intervals, one of said rollers 
Subjecting the strip to tension strain in excess 
of the tensile resistance of the strip by which the 
strip is progressively bursted on said transverse 
weakened lines. 

12. In a strip trimming and dividing appara 
tus, strip feeding means for progressively ad 
vancing a continuous record strip having there 
in at least one longitudinal Weakened division 
ine and a succession of longitudinally spaced 
transverse weakened division lines, a trimming 
device for progressively bursting the strip on its 
longitudinal weakened ine, and roler means 
having engagement with succeeding portions of 
the strip for bursting the strip on Succeeding 
transverse weakened lines. 

13. In an apparatus wherein a continuous 
strip of record material having thereon a pre 
formed longitudinal Weakened division line and 
a Succession of preformed transverse Weakened 
division lines is divisible into individual portions, 
the combination of a feeding device for progres 
sively advancing the strip past trimming and sev 
ering positions, a trimming device for longitu 
dinally dividing the strip on the preformed lon 
gitudinal weakened division line to remove 8. 
marginal portion therefrom, and strip severing 
means operative upon the marginally trimmed 
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the strip on its longitudiinally spaced transverse 
weakened lines into a succession of individual 
portions. 

i4. An apparatus wherein a continuous strip 
of materia is progressively advanced past a strip 
severing position and there transversely divided 
at predetermined longitudinally spaced intervals 
into a succession of individual sheets, including 
the combination of a strip severing device, means 
for actuating the severing device in timed se 
quence for transversely dividing the strip co 
iricident with the severing position, and strip 
feeding means having positive engagement with 
the strip for advancing the strip measured dis 
tances in Synchronism. With the actuation of the 
severing device to insure exact registry of the 
predetermined spaced division lines with the 
severing position coincident with the Operative 
engagement of the severing device with the strip. 

2. 

3 5. 

4. 
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presented in registery with 

f5. An apparats wherein a continuous strip 
of Inarginally apertured inateriai is progressively 
advanced past, a strip severing position and there 
transversely divided at predetermined iongitudi 
ray spaced intervais into a succession of ir 
siividual sheets, iiiciding tie combination of a 
strip severing device, a3tuaijing ineans for op 
erating the severing device in irried Sequence to 
sever the strip at spaced intervais, a toothed strip 
feesiiig device engageable in the Yarginal aper 
tures of the strip to progressively advance the 
strip in timedi ratio with the actuation of the 
strip. Severing device, the construction and ar 
rangement being such that predetermined longi 
tudinally spaced areas of the strip are accurately 

it; the severing position 
similitaneously with the engageinent of the 
severing device therewith by which the strip is 
divided into sheets of giforn: predetermined 
length upon definite preestablished transverse 
lines. . i6. An apparatus wherein a continuous strip 
of material having therein longitudinally spaced 
cut-outs is progressively advanced past a strip 
severing position and there transversely divided 
into a succession of individual sheets, including 
the combination of an interinittently operative 
strip severing device, actuating means for op 
erating the severing device at timed intervals 
to sever successive termina portions from the 
strip, and a strip feeding device having positive 
engagement in the longit Idinally spaced cut-outs 
of the strip for advancing the strip in timed 
relation with the operation of the severing de 
vice, the construction and arrangement being 
Such that the operation of the stEip feeding de 
vice and the strip severing device are So syn 
chronized that predetermined longitudinally 
spaced areas of the strip are presented in registry 
with the strip severing position simultaneously 
with the operation of the strip severing device. 

17. In a strip feeding and severing apparatus, 
strip feeding means for advancing a continuous 
strip of material and controlling the advance 
ment thereof to advance the strip Succeeding 
measured distances between succeeding strip 
severing operations, a pair of rollers and a Sever 
ing bar associated therewith disposed trans 
versely of the path of travel of the strip in reia 
tion with which succeeding portions of the strip 
are presented in severing relation, and actuating 
means for actuating the feeding means, the 
rollers and severing bar in timed Sequence 
wherein the strip is engaged and severed by said 
bar and the severed portion discharged by said 

remainder of the strip for successively dividing 75 rollers. 
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18. In a strip feeding and severing apparatus, 

for severing into a succession of individual sheets 
a continuous strip of material having a Succes 
sion of longitudinally spaced feed holes and 
longitudinally spaced transverse weakened divi 
sion lines, including a pin type feeding device 
progressively engageable in the succession of 
longitudinally spaced holes, a pressure bar and 
a pair of rollers associated therewith relative to 
which the strip is advanced by the pin type feed 
ing device, and conjointly operative to Sever the 
strip on the relatively spaced transverse 
weakened division lines thereof. 

19. In an apparatus of the type wherein 
continuous strip of material is progressively ad 
vanced past a strip severing position and there 
transversely divided at predetermined longitudi 
nally spaced intervals into a succession of individ 
ual sheets, a strip feeding device having marginal 
engagement with succeeding divisible portions of 
the strip for advancing the strip past a Severing 
position, a severing device operative in timed 
sequence with the advancement of the strip for 
transversely severing succeeding portions of pre 
determined length therefrom, and a trimming 
device for removing from succeeding portions 
thereof the marginal portion with which the 
strip feeding device shall have been engaged. 

20. In an apparatus of the type wherein a 
continuous strip of material is progressively ad 
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terminal portions of the strip as preceding sec 
tions are detached therefrom, and effective to 
transversely divide the said remaining portion 
of the strip upon a succeeding longitudinally 
Spaced transverse Weakened division lines thereof. 

23. A strip severing apparatus wherein a con 
tinuous strip of material is progressively severed 
On preformed longitudinal and transverse weak 
ened division lines into plural separate sections, 
including a strip feeding device for advancing 
the strip into strip severing position, a trimming 
device relative to which the strip is advanced by 
the feeding device operative to progressively di 
vide the strip on a longitudinal weakened divi 
Sion line, and a bursting roller having engage 
ment with succeeding terminal portions of the 
strip and operative to subject succeeding trans 
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verse Weakened division lines thereof to bursting 
strain in excess of the tensile resistance of said 
transverse weakened lines by which terminal 
areas of the strip are detached on longitudinally 
Spaced transverse lines. 

24. A strip severing apparatus wherein a con 
tinuous strip of material is progressively severed 
On preformed longitudinal and transverse. Weak. 
ened division lines into plural separate sections, 

30 
vanced past a strip severing pisition and there 
transversely divided at predetermined longitudi 
nally spaced intervals into a succession of indi 
vidual sheets, a strip feeding device having 
feeding engagement with succeeding divisible 
portions of the strip for advancing the strip past 
a severing position, a severing device operative 
in timed sequence with the advancement of the 
strip for transversely severing succeeding por 
tions of predetermined length therefrom, and 
additional severing means for removing from 
succeeding portions thereof those areas which 
shall have been engaged by the feeding device. 

21. In an apparatus of the type wherein a con 
tinuous strip of material is progressively ad 
vanced past a strip severing position and there 
transversely divided into a succession of indi 
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vidual sheets, a strip feeding device engageable 
with the strip for progressively advancing the 
strip past a Severing position, a strip severing 
device for transversely dividing the strip at pre 
determined intervals, actuating means for Oper 
atting the Severing device in timed sequence with 
the advancement of the strip, the construction 
and arrangement being such that predetermined 
longitudinally spaced areas of the strip are ac 
curately presented in registry with the severing 
position approximately simultaneously with the 
engagement of the severing device therewith by 
which the strip is divided into sections of prede 
termined length. - 

22. An apparatus for dividing a continuous strip 
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of material into separate sections upon preformed. . . 
longitudinal and transverse weakened division 
lines, including a strip feeding device for progres 65 
sively advancing the strip into a strip severing 
position, a divider in the path of advancement 
of the strip with which the strip progressively. 
engages in proximate relation with the longitu 
dinal weakened line during its advancement to 
Separate a portion of the strip therefrom along 
Said line, and roller means located in the path of 
the remainder of the strip beyond the feeding de 
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vice and divider and engageable with successive 75 

including a strip feeding device for advancing 
the strip into strip severing position, a trimming 
device relative to which the strip is advanced by 
the feeding device operative to progressively di 
vide the strip on a longitudinal weakened division 
line, and a strip tensioning device intermittently 
engageable with the strip beyond the trimming 
position and operative to subject succeeding 
transverse weakened lines of the strip to strain 
in excess of the tensile resistance thereof, to 
thereby transversely divide the strip on said 
lines at longitudinally spaced intervals. 

25. A strip severing apparatus wherein a con 
tinuous strip of material is progressively, severed 
On preformed longitudinal and transverse weak 
ened division lines into plural separate sections, 
including strip feeding device for advancing the 
strip into strip severing position, a trimming de 
Vice relative to which the strip is advanced by the 
feeding device operative to progressively divide 
the strip on a longitudinal weakened division line, 
and a bursting device operatively engageable with 
the trimmed remainder of the strip beyond the 
trimming position and effective to tension the 
strip in proximate relation with a transverse 
weakened line thereof beyond the tensile resist 
ance of Such transverse weakened line, thereby 
detaching a terminal area from the strip. 

26. In an apparatus for dividing a continuous 
Strip of material into separate sections, includ 
ing strip feeding means for progressively ad 
vancing into strip severing position a strip of 
material having therein longitudinal and trans 
verse weakened division lines, a divider past 
which the strip is advanced by the feeding device 
and operative to progressively divide the strip 
upon a longitudinal weakened division line there. 
of, and a roller device progressively engageable 
with remaining terminal portions of the strip as 
Succeeding terminal areas are detached there 
from and operative to progressively divide the 
strip upon longitudinally spaced transverse 
weakened lines thereof. 

27. A strip dividing apparatus wherein a con 
tinuous strip of material is progressively divided 
longitudinally and transversely into plural sepa 
rate sections, including a pin type feeding de 
vice progressively engageable in longitudinally 
Spaced holes in the strip for advancing the strip 
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past severing position, a pressure bar disposed 
transversely of the path of travel of the strip 
of material and intermittently engageable there 
with for severing the strip on successive trans 
verse weakened division lines thereof, and actu 
atting means for operating the pressure bar and 
the pin type feeding means in timed relation. 

28. A strip dividing apparatus wherein a con 
tinuous strip of material is progressively di 
vided longitudinally and transversely into plural 
separate sections, including a feeding device for 
progressively advancing the strip into strip 
severing position, trimming means for progres 
sively removing from the strip a continuous mar 
ginal portion thereof, and a roller disposed. On an 
axis transversely of the path of travel of the strip 
beyond the trimming pgsition and having op 
erative engagement with succeeding portions of 
the strip as preceding terminal portions thereof 
are detached, and effecting transverse severance 
of the strip at longitudinally spaced intervals. 

29. In a strip severing apparatus, wherein 2, 
continuous strip of series coinected in2rginally 
punched forms are divisible into individual sheets 
upon preformed ongitudinally spaced tra,InSVerse 
weakened division lines, including a 3ir of co 
acting "oilers between whicin the strip is ad 
vanced, 2, concentric annular series of feeding 
pins carried by one of the rollers and having pro 
gressive engagement in the marginally unched 
holes of the strip for uniformly advancing the 
strip relative to the roilers and interrieshing on 
gitudinal groove and tongue bearings between 
said rollers subjecting the strip to bursting preS 
sure substantially coincident with the transverse 
weakened lines thereof, by which the Strip is SeV 
ered into succeeding sheetS. 

30. In a strip severing apparatus, whereira 
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continuous strip of series connected marginally 
punched forms are divisible into individual sheets 
upon preformed longitudinally spaced transverse 
Weakened division lines, a pin type strip feeding 
device having progressive engagement in the imar 
ginally punched holes of the strip for uniformly 
advancing the strip, a pair of rollers between 
which the strip is advanced, a longitudinal groove 
in one roller, a radially projecting longitudinal 
rib upon the other roller having intermeshing en 
gagement with the groove of the companion roll 
er, the pin type feeding means being timed to ad 
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wance the strip in Synchronism with the rotation 
of the rollers to present, succeeding preformed 
transverse division lines thereon in registry with 
the intermeshing tongue and groove of the rollers, 
by which the strip is subjected to bursting pres 
sure coincident with its Weakened lines. 

31. In a strip feeding apparatus of the chara,c- 
ter described, wherein a continuous strip of Ina 
terial having marginal feed holes therein is pro 
gressively advanced last a strip treating position, 
a pair of coacting rollers between which the Strip 
is advanced, a concentric ...xnular series of feed 
ing pins carried by nine of the rollers and having 
progressive feeding engagenherit in the Yarginal 
holes of the strip for uniformly advancing the 
strip relative to the roilers and a strip treating 
member carried by one of the folls and coacting 
with the opposing roller to subject the Strip to 
treatment pressure therebetween, the operation 
of the feeding pins and the treatinent member 
being relatively timed whereby the feeding pins 
present prescribed areas cf the strip in registry 
with the treatment member upon rotation of the 
rolleTS. A. 
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